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Hello,

My name is Dániel, I’m a senior product and graphic designer from Budapest, Hungary 

currently living in Prague, Czech Republic and working as a UI/UX Designer at Veeam 

Software.

I have over 10 years of experience in designing, developing and maintaining websites and 

applications that are consistent, elegant, and user-centric. I have worked on many successful 

projects, both as a freelancer and as an employee, for clients from various industries and 

domains, to deliver timeless, high-quality products.

In the last years I have specialized in deisgn systems, iconography and user experience design.
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DE basic

2010–2012

Ring Art School, Budapest

Graphic Designer

Postgradual

2016–

Uxcel, Google, Udemy, etc.

15+ designer courses

Online, with certificates

2007–2010

Liszt Ferenc Academy of Music, 

Budapest

Church musician, organist

Bachelor of Arts

2004–2007

High School of the Arts, 

Szombathely

Organist

High School Graduation
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Work experience & Selected Projects
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2022
Billingo Technologies Zrt.

Senior UX/UI designer

Billingo webapp + mobile applications
Billingo is an e-invoicing SaaS platform with many additional 

features, designed especially for the Hungarian market. In this 

project my task was to expanding and taking care of the design 

system, creating wireframes, low-fi and hi-fi layouts, prototypes, 

conducting user experience researches.

website →
#billing  #uxdesign  #uidesign  

#research  #usertesting  

#journeymapping  #wireframing  

#protoyping

2023–
Veeam® Software
Senior UX/UI designer

Veeam® webapp + desktop applications
Veeam Software is a company that develops backup, disaster 

recovery and modern data protection software for virtual, physical 

and multi-cloud infrastructures. At Veeam, my responsibilities are: 

UI design and support for the whole product lineup, iconography 

and icons library creation, design system management.

website →
#redesign  #uxdesign  #uidesign  

#windows  #mac #webapp  

#iconography #wireframing  #saas 

#baas  #designsystem #prototyping

2016–2022
Research Centre For The Humanities, 

Hungarian Academy Of Sciences - 
Institute For Musicology

Product designer, frontend developer

Melodiarium Hungariae Medii Aevi Digitale
This website publishes a modern transcription of the chant 

melodies survived in notated liturgical manuscripts originating in 

the domain of Medieval Hungary. I’m the designer and developer 

of this constantly expanding project, working closely with the 

researchers of the Institute in agile method. 

mvp →
#uxdesign  #uidesign  #research    

#wireframing  #protoyping  #agile  

#frontend  #webdesign

2021–2022
Exalt Interactive

Product designer

OTP Otthon
Real-estate marketplace and ecosystem, owned by the Hungarian 

OTP Bank. The platform is based on the OTP Bank Design System, 

and my main task was to apply and expand this system to be used 

on this website. 

website →
#real-estate  #otpbank  #uxdesign  

#uidesign  #wireframing  #protoyping  

#agile

2010–2023
Freelance works

Graphic designer

Kodály Competition, Debrecen
Branding, webdesign and website development for the hungarian 

Kodály International Music Competition which first will be held 

between 17-26 June 2022. 

the project on behance →
#logo  #branding  #webdesign  

#frontend

2011–2021
Inteliza, Inc.

Head of design, frontend developer

Euroscola
Online game for schools. This quiz game invites 1300+ schools 

in each semester to form teams and play to win a trip to Brussels, 

home of European Parliament. I was the designer and the frontend 

developer of this project. 

website →
#quiz  #webapp  #branding  #uidesign  

#webdesign  #frontend  #illustrations

Branding works, websites, editorial designs
As a freelancer, I have had a several branding, website and 

application development projects and publishing works over the 

years. 

#uidesign  #webdesign  #appdesign  

#wireframing  #prototyping  #frontend  

#branding  #editorial  #illustration

Brimme
iOS and Android application. Brimme is a multi-restaurant digital 

restaurant order solution. Guests can order using thier mobile 

devices, customizing their order on the category rules set by 

the restaurant. In the tablet-optimized back-end staff can easily 

oversee and manage the incoming orders, both for table service 

and the hard to manage crowd at the bar.

website →
#uxdesign  #uidesign  #webdesign  

#appdesign  #wireframing  

#prototyping  #frontend

CHESS - university portal for surgical etchics
This medical-ethics focused portal content features an adaptive 

ethics poll, the answers of which are being used anonimously to 

research the ethical standards of HCPs in case of severe cases 

with finite resources, or during the COVID-19 pandemic.

website →
#uxdesign  #uidesign  #webdesign  

#appdesign  #wireframing  

#prototyping  #frontend

Spacecall - videoconference webapp
Webapp built mainly for pharmaceautical companies to place 

their accredited conferences online during the pandemic. It has 

features such as presentation mode, PiP, chat, poll, branded 

design customizations.

#uxdesign  #uidesign  #webdesign  

#appdesign  #wireframing  

#prototyping  #frontend  #branding

60+ website
Over ten years at Inteliza, Inc. (former e-motions online agency), 

my responsibilities have included designing and developing more 

than sixty different websites and apps, crafting logos and other 

designs in projects of small and large companies.

#uxdesign  #uidesign  #webdesign  

#appdesign  #wireframing  

#prototyping  #frontend  #branding  

#editorial  #illustration


